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In the last deade or so, topologial questions have inreasingly attrated the

interest of physiists. Indeed the amount of work devoted to topologial issues has

grown so explosively that even a review talk restriting itself to the domain of Gen-

eral Relativity an't hope to give an adequate aount of reent work. The review I

am about to give will therefore be very super�ial, although I will try to dwell a bit

longer on one or two areas that I am most familiar with. As indiated by my title,

I will also try, insofar as I an, to emphasize the physial onsequenes of spaetime

topology�the possible e�ets that have exited muh of the reent intense interest

of whih I spoke. Finally let me apologize in advane for the inompleteness of the

referenes. Rather than attempt a omprehensive bibliography for this leture, I

am just going to give a relatively small number of unsystematially hosen ita-

tions, hoping in partiular to mention a few papers that you an follow up for more

information

1)

.

Topology enters General Relativity through the fundamental assumption that

spaetime exists and is organized as a manifold. This means in the �rst plae

that spaetime has a well-de�ned dimension, but it also arries with it the inherent

possibility of modi�ed \patterns of global onnetivity", suh as distinguish a sphere

from a plane, or a torus from a surfae of higher genus. Suh modi�ations an be

present in the spatial topology without a�eting the time diretion, but they an

also have a genuinely spaetime harater in whih ase the spatial topology hanges

with time, if indeed it is well-de�ned at all.

* Published in A. Coley, F. Cooperstok, B. Tupper (eds.), Proeedings of the

Third Canadian Conferene on General Relativity and Relativisti Astrophysis

held May, 1989, Vitoria, Canada, 137-163 (World Sienti�, 1990).
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Stritly speaking the spaetime of General Relativity is a di�erentiable mani-

fold rather than just a topologial one, the extra struture being required in order

that the manifold an play host to a Riemannian (or rather Lorentzian) metri. The

ontemplation of a modi�ed topology thus leads naturally to the idea of a modi�ed

di�erentiable struture, and indeed the latter has reently shown signs of mathe-

matial life, espeially in four dimensions. However, nobody seems to understand

yet the physial onsequenes of replaing, for instane, the standard R

4

by one of

its more exotially di�erentiable variants. In any ase there will be no time to say

more about suh possibilities in this talk.

2)

Another set of related possibilities whih I will have to neglet involves the

topology, not solely of spaetime itself, but of the non-gravitational �elds whih

live in it. Topologial e�ets involving suh �elds have proved important in many

settings, as have e�ets involving the topology of quantum on�guration spaes and

of non-trivial bundles over these on�guration spaes. In themselves suh possibil-

ities do not involve spaetime topology, but when the latter is non-trivial, it will in

general \interat" with them to produe new possibilities not oming from either

type of topology alone. Unfortunately I won't have time to say any more about this

either.

3)

Finally I will all but ignore various speulations that spaetime is atually some

kind of topologial spae more general than a manifold. This means negleting

the possibility of boundaries or small holes in spaetime (whih, stritly speaking,

do not yet transend the manifold onept), as well as the more radial type of

possibility that spaetime is, for example, a set of fratal dimension, or a loally

�nite topologial spae.

4)5)

Large-Sale Topology

Within the limitations I have just set out, the onsequenes of spaetime topol-

ogy an be ategorized broadly under three headings, depending on the length-sale
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at whih they our. At the biggest sales�say galati sales and larger�any de-

viations from Minkowskian topology are likely to be purely spatial in the sense

that spaetime as a whole is the Cartesian produt of a time-diretion with some

unhanging three-manifold. The reason for this limitation is that quantum e�ets

are presumably insigni�ant at large sales, while lassially the Einstein equations

forbid topology-hange if spaetime is to remain non-singular (and if the energy

density of matter is positive, whih it is for astrophysial matter).

6)

In fat, even

without assuming any �eld equations, one knows that a hanging topology entails

the existene of losed time-like paths (\time mahines"), whih are almost ertainly

of very small size if they exist at all.

7)

(Of ourse there might well have been dy-

namial topology on osmologially relevant sales in the very early universe, when

what is now big was very small; but that is another matter.)

In speaking about large-sale topology, then, I will forget about time and worry

only about the topology of spae. It appeared for a while that the �eld equations

(namely the onstraints) might rule out all but a few of the oneiveable spatial

topologies, but in fat Don Witt has shown there is atually no restrition at all:

onsistent initial data exists for any losed 3-manifold and therefore presumably

for any open one too.

8)

(I say presumably only beause it is impossible to make a

more de�nite statement without deiding what osmologial boundary onditions

one wants to impose in the spatially open situation.)

In view of this in�nity of possibilities we might well ask why the atual topol-

ogy of our universe is so simple. Or is it really as simple as we think? The existing

observational evidene is apparently rather weak. We do see a high degree of ap-

parent uniformity, but even if we restrit ourselves to homogeneous and (loally)

isotropi metris, there remains an in�nite family of possibilities, eah obtained by

quotienting one of the three standard spatial slies (spherial, at, or hyperboli)

by some disrete group of freely ating isometries.
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If we lived in suh a quotient universe then many of the \distant" galaxies we

seem to see might be multiple images of muh loser galaxies. If you ask how far out

we an look, and be ertain that we are not seeing suh multiple images, the answer

is apparently only about one tenth the radius of the visible universe. It has even

been suggested

9)

that the statistial averaging assoiated with this multiple imaging

might aount for the high degree of isotropy we observe in the mirowave bak-

ground. If this were orret then we would already possess observational evidene of

multiple onnetivity without yet reognizing it as suh. We ould presumably get

de�nitive evidene by identifying unambiguous multiple images, but I don't know

how diÆult that would be in pratie.

Inidentally, this is a good plae to orret an impression that is sometimes

given that you an tell whether the universe is bounded or not by looking at the

sign of the spatial urvature. It is true that in the spherial ase the universe must

be spatially �nite, but in the at and hyperboli ases the universe an be either

open or losed. Indeed there are in some sense \more" losed hyperboli topologies

than there are spherial ones

10)

. (These hyperboli manifolds also have a urious

property I an't resist mentioning: they support spatially losed \osmologies" that

expand from an initial singularity, but are entirely empty and at, ontaining neither

matter nor gravitational radiation.

11)

)

Medium-Sale Topology

On intermediate sales (by whih I mean anything from 10

�16

m to galati

sizes!) it is again to be expeted that topology hange is ruled out for the same

reasons as before; so again I will worry only about the topology of spae. On these

sales osmologial boundary onditions beome inappropriate, and they must be

replaed by ones suited to an isolated system, namely that the metri be asymp-

totially at at in�nity. Nevertheless, asymptoti atness also permits any spatial

topology to our

8)

, so again we an ask why the topology we atually see is so

simple.
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In fat it probably would not be possible to reognize an isolated piee of spatial

topology at all. If we stik to the lassial Einstein equations with positive energy

density (whih seems reasonable at the length sales in question), then one of the

singularity theorems (Gannon's theorem) guarantees that any piee of non-trivial

topology would form a singularity, and presumably be hidden from view behind an

event horizon. In other words it would appear to us as a blak hole.

So do we see suh blak holes? Perhaps the ones thought to inhabit galati

nulei are hiding non-trivial topology, but we should really be asking why suh

blak holes aren't all around us. In this form the question is reognizeable as an

aspet of the old puzzle of why the entropy around us is not muh higher than it

\might have been". For, as emphasized by R. Penrose, a sprinkling of blak holes

in our neighborhood would inrease the entropy so dramatially that it is hard to

understand why suh a \thermodynamially likely" state of a�airs has not atually

been realized

12)

. The relative topologial simpliity of our loal environment may

thus be related to the \relative simpliity" of the initial onditions that gave rise to

our region of the universe. (I have used quotation marks beause it is not really lear

in suh arguments what is being ompared with what when we speak of relative

simpliity. For a loal system of bounded energy there probably exists a state of

maximum entropy, but when it is a question of osmologial boundary onditions,

then any initial state we ould think up is sure to be in�nitely simpler than an

in�nite number of possible alternatives.)

Another suggested onsequene of intermediate sale topology is muh more

dramati than the presene of blak holes. We an imagine taking advantage of so-

alled handles (=\wormholes"=\bridges") in the spatial topology to travel diretly

to distant galaxies, or even into the past (whih of ourse tends to follow from the

former possibility). For this to really work we would have to reate negative energy

densities over marosopially large regions of spaetime, whih means that even

topology hange might then beome possible. The proposal of referene 13 uses the
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Casimir e�et to try to do this, but their arrangement is strongly reminisent of

the \self-aelerating box" of referene 14. As with that paradox, it is not lear

whether we are dealing with some ontradition inside quantum �eld theory, or

whether some general priniple prevents fabriation of the kind of material needed

to onstrut the walls of the \Casimir hamber", or whether, lastly, time mahines

and unlimited energy soures are atually physially self-onsistent in some subtle

way.

Small-Sale Topology

Most of the reent work on spaetime topology relates to sales at, or only some-

what larger than, the so-alled Plank length of about 10

�32

m. On these truly tiny

length-sales it is hard to believe that spaetime ould remain topologially trivial,

for the following reason. Dimensional analysis tells us that any struture of Plank-

ian size will have a gravitational Ation of order h-bar, or in other words of order

one in natural units (although strutures on muh smaller sales might again have

muh larger Ations). But an Ation of order unity leads to very little suppression

of the orresponding quantum proess, whene Plank-sale modi�ations of the

spaetime topology ought to our opiously, among them relatively long-lasting

ones that ould funtion as partiles, and evanesent or \virtual" ones that would

pervade the quantum vauum.

In partiular�and in ontrast to the situation at \large" and \medium"

sales�a dynamial, hanging topology is now the rule, sine e�etive negative

energies would be easy to reate, either by the virtual violations of the �eld equations

just invoked, or due to a loally negative energy density of \on shell" gravitons,

gluons, et. (Although the total energy of a quantum �eld must be positive, it is

ommon for the expetation value of the energy density to be negative over some

region.)

[Of ourse this reasoning would be muh less onvining if we eased to grant

that spaetime is still a manifold at Plank sales. In reality it seems to me at least
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as plausible that some disrete struture takes over near the Plank length. Even

if that is true, however, we are still OK as long as the notion of topology ontinues

to apply down to distanes small enough that the above heuristi arguments an

ome into play. This is not an unreasonable assumption, I think, but on the other

hand it ould well be false also.℄

In the remainder of this leture, I want to say something about topology as

partiles, about some possible e�ets of virtual topology, and �nally about the

theoretial desription of topology-hange as it has developed so far. Before taking

up these topis, however, I want to list for you some other topis that I am going

to have to omit from this disussion of small-sale topology.

First on this list is Kaluza-Klein theory, whih not only onerns topology in

the sense that it posits a di�erent dimension for spaetime, but also has topologial

exitations whose existene stems from a novel kind of interation between the

\internal" topology and that of the e�etive four-dimensional spaetime.

15)

Next, there is string theory, in whih two distint topologies of \spaetime"

ome into play: that of the so-alled `target manifold' (whih is spaetime in the

usual sense) and that of the two-dimensional surfae representing the string world-

sheet itself. Topologial questions have proved ruial in both ontexts, but it is

perhaps in its role as a theory of \two dimensional gravity" that string theory has

fostered the work that has the most to o�er to the rest of quantum gravity. One

might mention in partiular the possibility of generalizing manifolds to orbifolds, the

role of unitarity in �xing the relative amplitudes of di�erent topologies in the sum-

over-histories, the role of the \large di�eomorphisms" (modular group) as analogs

of the large gauge transformations in non-abelian gauge theories, and the study of

topology hange (the string vertex) in a setting where exat results are muh easier

to ome by than in ordinary General Relativity.

16)

Going up one dimension, there is (2+1)-dimensional gravity, whih reently has

been the subjet of a fair amount of work, and where the absene of gravitons leads
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to a muh more intimate and perspiuous oupling of the metri to the topology

than one �nds in four dimensions.

17)

And �nally there are proposed theories that ontinue to attribute a topologial

struture to spaetime, but transend the manifold framework in a more or less

essential way. Among suh suggestions are the ideas of Finkelstein on \quantum

topology"

18)

, the suggestion of Hartle to use \unruly" simpliial omplexes in Regge

alulus

19)

, and my own suggestion to use �nite topologial spaes as models for

bounded portions of spaetime

20)

(not to be onfused with the suggestion I made

this morning that the so-alled \ausal set" is the true disrete struture.)

Topology as partiles

Very early in the history of Relativity it was suggested that some of the then-

known elementary partiles might represent singularities in the metri, or from a

topologial point of view \holes in spaetime " resulting from the removal of those

points where the �elds eased to be de�ned. Without going so far as mutilate the

manifold in this way, however, it is still possible to introdue topologial strutures

whih are \quasi-loalized" and therefore apable of behaving like partiles. Follow-

ing a suggestion of Finkelstein and Misner

21)

, I will all suh partiles `topologial

geons', or just `geons' for short.

The relevant topology here is again purely spatial (not spaetime) and is real as

opposed to virtual, exept insofar as the geons in question are themselves virtual.

Also, it seems reasonable to require on physial grounds that a geon be \quasi-

loalized" in the sense that you an isolate it from the remainder of any spae-

like hypersurfae it inhabits by surrounding it with a single embedded two-sphere.

Within this framework one knows that there exist (in 3+1 dimensions) an in�nite

number of \elementary" geons of whih every other possible geon is uniquely a om-

bination. Suh elementary manifolds are alled `prime', and it is a theorem that any

losed 3-manifold is uniquely (modulo a small ambiguity involving non-orientable

handles) a so-alled onneted sum of primes.
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[Notie, by the way, that the ondition of quasi-loalization eliminates J. Whee-

ler's \single wormhole mouth" as a geon (but not neessarily Markov's \portal to a

hidden universe"

22)

) beause a sphere surrounding only one of the \mouths" will

not isolate the wormhole from the rest of the manifold.℄

It is known that geons an be spinorial (arrying half-integer quantum spin),

fermioni, and possibly hiral as well

23) 24)

. (Moreover, in a Kaluza-Klein realization

of gauge symmetry, higher dimensional geons an arry in addition the quantum

numbers of any fundamental harged fermion of the theory!

25)

) Thus, geons possess

an unexpeted kinematial exibility that reommends them in ertain ways as

andidate elementary partiles (perhaps so-alled preons??

26)

). As an illustration

of this kind of \exibility" let me take a minute to explain briey a reent example

in whih the two idential geons present are neither bosons nor fermions, but exhibit

rather a ertain novel ombination of those two statistial behaviors

27)

.

The exhange of two isomorphi topologial geons an be represented mathe-

matially by a suitable di�eomorphism of the 3-manifold,

3

M in whih they both

reside. In addition to di�eomorphisms of this sort there are also ones resulting from

a proess in whih one geon \passes through" another geon by moving along a loop

that links the topology of the latter in a non-trivial way. Di�eomorphisms of this

seond sort are alled `slides', and, together with another lass of di�eomorphisms

representing \internal symmetries" of the geons, they and the exhanges generate

the entire di�eomorphism group of M .

Now eah irreduible unitary representation of the di�eomorphism group of

M , or more preisely of the group G = �

0

(Di�

1

(M)) of (isotopy) equivalene

lasses of di�eomorphisms of M that beome trivial at in�nity, indues a possible

superseletion setor of quantum gravity on the spaetime manifoldM�R. In eah

suh quantum setor there is a lose (but not entirely straightforward!) relation

between the eigenvalues of the operator representing an exhange di�eomorphism

and the statistis of the orresponding geons. But sine slides and exhanges do
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not ommute, a slide will mix the exhange-eigenvalues �1 unless it is trivially

represented itself.

As I mentioned before, this e�et has been on�rmed expliitly in the ase

where M = RP

3

#RP

3

#R

3

, or in other words when preisely two idential geons

are present, eah arrying the topology of projetive 3-spae, RP

3

(whih itself is

just the 3-sphere modulo antipodal identi�ation). For this manifold the group G

is generated by the exhange E together with a slide S of one of the RP

3

's through

the other one. The only independent relations are E

2

= 1 and S

2

= 1, so G has the

presentation in terms of generators and relations, G = < E; S : EE = SS = 1 >.

It turns out that the irreduible representations of G are all either of dimension one

or two. In the latter ase E is not diagonal, but has both of the eigenvalues �1.

Hene fermi and bose statistis our together in the same representation, and they

will be mixed dynamially by the ation of the quantum Hamiltonian. (Notie that

this mixing has nothing to do with so-alled parastatistis, whih an only ome

into play when three or more partiles are present.)

At �rst hearing this might sound exoti, but ertainly it is not in itself unusual

for a pair of idential bosons to turn into a pair of idential fermions via some inter-

ation (say via mutual annihilation followed by reation of a pair of self-onjugate

fermions). What does seem peuliar here is the role of the slide S in mediating the

onversion of bosons to fermions and vie-versa. My guess is that the mathematis

is telling us that a hange of statistis an our when the geons ollide with suÆ-

ient fore that there is an appreiable tunnelling amplitude for one of them to \pass

through the other", thereby physially implementing the slide-di�eomorphism S.

Be that as it may, there is another aspet of the statistis-mixing in this par-

tiluar ase that is not only novel but disonertingly so. If the RP

3

geons are to

be fermions at ertain times (and in some of the quantum setors they are fermions

all the time), then we would expet them to be able to arry half-integer angular

momentum as well. However a geon an do that in one of our superseletion setors
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only if its assoiated group of \internal symmetry di�eomorphisms" inludes a non-

trivial element implementing spatial rotation through 2�. But the manifold RP

3

is

so simple that it has no internal symmetries at all, and in partiular no non-trivial

2�-rotation di�eomorphism. Hene the orresponding geon will be tensorial (with

integer spin) no matter what irreduible representation of G we hoose. It an thus

be a fermion only at the ost of violating the normal onnetion between spin and

statistis.

Personally I would not onlude from this that we should expet a breakdown

of the familiar spin-statistis orrelation in quantum gravity. Rather I believe that

this ounter-intuitive result reets an inompleteness in the physial assumptions

underlying the above analysis. By supposing that the spaetime was simply a

produt

3

M�R, we automatially exluded the possibility of topology hange, and

therefore of the appearane or disappearane of geons. In other words we have not

yet \seond quantized" the geons, even though the metri itself is a fully edged

quantum �eld. Sine any theory without the possiblility of pair reation and virtual

partiles is likely to be physially inonsistent, I think we an onlude that topology

hange is an inesapable part of the framework of quantum gravity.

Possible onsequenes of virtual topology

One we admit the possiblity of a dynamial topology, we must ask what physi-

al e�ets will be assoiated with small-sale virtual utuations in the onnetivity

of the spaetime manifold. Among the most intriguing onsequenes that people

have suggested are a gradual loss of oherene of the quantum state-vetor, and the

automati foring of the osmologial onstant to zero.

Both these e�ets are related to the so-alled \ baby universes", whih on-

eivably branh o� from (or join onto) our own universe in ertain situations, suh

as the �nal moments of existene of an evaporating blak hole. If the parent blak

hole (or is it a midwife?) were of astrophysial size, the \baby"ould be relatively

large; but one an also imagine that mirosopi \virtual branhings" partiipate
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in the easeless ativity underlying the vauum, just as virtual pair reations and

annihilations of ordinary partiles do. By extension, one an also imagine vauum

proesses in whih tiny \tubular" onnetions are ontinually forming and break-

ing between our own (omponent of the) universe and other universes that may

be present \alongside us" (or between pairs of far-apart loations within our own

universe.)

Now, any information falling into a blak hole is at least temporarily lost to

the external universe. If some sort of topologial branhing were to render this loss

permanent, then for all pratial purposes, those of us left behind would be fored to

\trae out" the degrees of freedom of the hild universe, and therefore to replae any

unitarily evolving quantum state-vetor by a non-unitarily evolving statistial state

(or \density matrix"). It seems plausible, therefore, that, even in the absene of

real blak holes, there is an e�etive ontinual loss of quantum oherene assoiated

with virtual topologial branhing proesses.

28)

If true, this would require some hange to the rules of e�etive quantum �eld

theories suh as QCD. Whether suh a hange is tehnially feasible|or even

whether it undermines quantum mehanis entirely|has been a matter of on-

troversy, but reently Coleman has laimed that it is not really neessary after all,

in a ertain simpli�ed, Eulidean-signature implementation of the baby universe

idea

29)

. My personal view is that a hange from state-vetor evolution to density-

matrix evolution would not be a big oneptual jump in any ase, although the

tehnial impediments in its way might be trying to tell us something about the

need for a more signi�ant reworking of the foundations of quantum theory.

Whatever its ultimate validity may be, the reasoning leading from topologial

branhing to the expetation of quantum inoherene is relatively straightforward,

as argumentation within quantum gravity goes. In ontrast, the onlusion that

virtual topology an give us a small osmologial onstant rests on more tentative
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foundations, inluding in partiular the basi assumption that quantum gravity is

orretly desribed by a Eulidean-signature path integral.

The �rst step is to argue that the \gas of baby universes surrounding our

own universe" will indue e�etive verties (in the sense of quantum �eld theory)

whenever its onstituents join onto, or split o� from, the main universe(s). For

example, an up quark might fall into a virtual blak hole, whih then branhed

o� from us, taking up life as an independent baby universe. This would indue a

baryon non-onserving term in the e�etive lagrangian, or renormalize the oeÆient

of any suh term that might be present already. In a similar way, every other

oeÆient (\oupling onstant") in the Lagrangian will be renormalized by the baby

universes, inluding the spaetime-volume term, whose oeÆient is, of ourse, the

osmologial onstant �.

One we have made � variable in this way, we argue that the path integral

will pik out that value (as onditioned by the state of the baby universe gas) that

is most dynamially viable. Adopting a \semi-lassial approximation", we are

instruted to look for the solution of the Eulidean Einstein equation that gives

the largest ombined Ation, and therefore the greatest ontribution to the path

integral. This extremum turns out to be a sphere whose radius varies inversely with

the value of �, and the larger the sphere, the larger the resulting probability. But

to get a big sphere we need a small (and positive) �. Hene the dynamis makes it

in�nitely probable that the baby universes are in a state that indues an in�nitely

small � so that the orresponding extremum of the Ation an be in�nitely large.

Therefore, it is laimed, the osmologial onstant is (in�nitely lose to) zero.

30)

An even more far reahing extension of this argument has been put forward

by Coleman, who argues that not only �, but also every other oeÆient in the

Lagrangian is �xed by this same mehanism, at least in priniple! In apparent on-

tradition to this onlusion, Giddings and Strominger argue that baby universes
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will ause the oupling onstants to beome operators subjet to unertainty re-

lations, and therefore inapable of having (simultaneously) any preise values at

all.

31)

Before leaving the question of how virtual topology might inuene the ef-

fetive quantum �eld theory of \low energy" physis, I want to mention a rather

di�erent mehanism whih ould dramatially modify ertain oupling onstants

of the \oarse-grained" Lagrangian. In this ase the relevant proess is one in

whih an elementary fermion reverses its handedness by tunnelling through a vir-

tual non-orientable geon. Obviously this proess resembles the ones just disussed

in onnetion with \baby universes", but here the fermion re-emerges from the vir-

tual geon bak into our own universe, rather than disappearing into a disonneted

region of spae.

Now the e�et of suh an orientation-reversal would be desribed in the e�etive

�eld theory by a hirality-reversing term in the Ation, the simplest example of

whih is the mass term in the Dira Lagrangian. Thus one would expet the virtual

tunnelling to manifest itself as an inrease in the e�etive mass of the fermion.

Originally, Zel'dovih

32)

had suggested that this e�et would be suppressed by

a small tunneling-probability, but in fat there is no evidene of suh suppression

in a reent model alulation by Friedman et. al.

33)

. Instead they �nd just what

one would expet on dimensional grounds, namely an indued mass of order one in

natural units (i.e. of order 10

19

GeV). Sine fermions muh lighter than this ertainly

exist, the mehanism must be neutralized for them. (This tendeny to produe

inordinately large fermion masses is an example of what is alled the `hierarhy

problem' by partile physiists.)

One way out of the diÆulty is to assume that the light fermions are really

not elementary, but are omposites (or better olletive exitations) of some more

fundamental �elds. Another possibility is that non-orientable topology is ruled

out by some unknown priniple of quantum gravity. And a third way out would
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be to speify that all spin-strutures must be summed over with equal weight in

forming the fermioni path-integral; for in suh a sum the o�ending amplitudes

would anel in pairs. (A spin-struture is in e�et a rule for resolving the sign

ambiguity assoiated with transport around non-trivial loops in spaetime.) If any

one of these possibilities is found to be orret, we will have learned something

important about the internal struture of quarks and leptons, or about the basi

kinematial or dynamial rules for quantum gravity.

Theory of Topology Change

I hope that what I have said so far has been able to bring out, �rst of all, the

potentially great importane that topologial issues have for quantum gravity, and

seondly the reasons why we should not expet the topology of spaetime to be

stati, any more than its metri is, or any of the other spaetime �elds are. In order

to understand a dynamial topology like this, we will have to broaden our onept

of Lorentzian manifold so as to allow the onnetivity of spaetime to utuate and

hange; and then we will have to disover the dynamial priniples that guide suh

proesses. In other words we need a theory of topology-hange.

Of ourse, we are still far from suh a theory, but I think the outlines at least of

a possible framework have emerged, and a few suggestive results (even quantitative

ones) have also been obtained. In this last part of my leture, I would like to desribe

one possible approah to topology hange, and to say a little bit more about one or

two of the results I just alluded to.

A spaetime in whih the topology does not hange is by de�nition a mani-

fold homeomorphi to R��, with R being a timelike dimension, and � spaelike.

Conversely a portion of spaetime (between initial and �nal hypersurfaes) within

whih the topology hanges, will not be a simple produt manifold. It might not

be a manifold at all, ultimately; but it is natural to begin by assuming that it is, at

least on sales larger than any fundamental graininess that spaetime itself might
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possess. With this assumption, the kinemati desription of topology-hange be-

omes a branh of obordism theory, this word denoting a manifold whose boundary

has been oneptually separated into \initial" and \�nal" piees (either of whih

an be empty, by the way).

Of ourse a obordism (say a ompat one for de�niteness) is only a manifold;

it is not yet a physial spaetime until it has aquired a Lorentzian metri. In

attempting to add a metri, however, we fae in e�et, a hoie between ausality

and the equivalene priniple, a hoie fored upon us by Geroh's theorem that any

(time-oriented) Lorentzian metri (on a ompat obordism with spaelike initial

and �nal boundaries) must admit losed timelike urves. If we hoose to aept suh

\ausality violations" in order to maintain the Lorentzian signature everywhere,

then we get what I will all a `Lorentzian obordism'. If, on the other hand, we

hoose to maintain a globally well-de�ned ausal ordering then we get what I will

all a `ausal obordism'.

[As always there are more radial possibilities whih I am negleting here. One

of them is to \Eulideanize" the metri, thereby sari�ing both the ausal order

and the Lorentzian harater of the metri. Another is to admit non-di�erentiable

or even disontinuous metris, as suggested by the rough behavior of the histories

ontributing to the \path integral" in quantum mehanis and quantum �eld theory.

This might invalidate the above-quoted theorem, but I'm not sure it would make

the opposition between the \Lorentzian" and \ausal" alternatives any less sharp.℄

In hoosing between the above two alternatives, I personally have been guided

by my belief that ausality, inasmuh as it is related to the partial order de�ning

a ausal set, is a more fundamental notion than is the loal light-one struture

that we see in Minkowski spae. But there is also supporting evidene oming from

�ve-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory.

In that theory there exist, as I have already mentioned, topologial solitons

arrying a harge onjugate to that assoiated with the symmetry group of the
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�bers (\magneti monopoles"). Now everything would lead us to expet that pair-

prodution of suh monopoles ought to be a possible proess in the quantum version

of the theory. And indeed, there does exist a obordism whose initial boundary has

the vauum topology, and whose �nal boundary has the topology of a monopole-

anti-monopole pair. However, no globally Lorentzian metri exists on this obor-

dism, or on any other obordism mediating the same topologial transition.

34)

Finally, there is the pratial problem with Lorentzian obordism that, so far,

no-one knows how to set up quantum �eld theories in a spaetime with a bakground

metri ontaining losed time-like urves. This makes it diÆult to assess the dy-

namial e�et of �eld utuations in topology-hanging spaetimes, even though

there is evidene (whih I will disuss in a moment) that the inuene of suh

utuations may well be very great.

The alternative to a Lorentzian obordism (what I alled above a `ausal obor-

dism') would have to be a spaetime whih tolerates some amount of singularity in

the metri, but not so muh that the past-future relationship indued by a regular

metri is lost. It is not lear a priori what the right realization of this requirement

is, but there is one partiularly simple lass of metris whih looks promising, es-

peially beause of its relationship with the elementary obordisms out of whih all

other obordisms an be built

35)

. Before desribing the type of metri I have in

mind, let me say a bit more about the elementary obordisms themselves.

A priori, you might expet that a general obordism would be something very

ompliated, and indeed we know that obordisms (say the four-dimensional om-

pat ones) are not even lassi�able, preisely beause 4-manifolds themselves are

not lassi�able. But from another point of view, obordisms are really very simple,

beause eah of them an be presented as a suession of elementary modi�ations,

of whih there are only �ve distint types (or n+1 in n dimensions).

The proof of this result begins by introduing a \time funtion" into the obor-

dism, in the hope that surfaes of onstant t would evolve ontinuously from the
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initial boundary to the �nal one. As one might expet, the evolution's ontinuity

atually gets interrupted at ertain \Morse points", and this disrete olletion of

spaetime points an be regarded as omprising the \events at whih the topology

hanges." As I mentioned before, Morse points ome in only �ve varieties, eah or-

responding to one of the �ve possible signatures of the (non-degenerate) quadrati

form �

a

�

b

t at an extremum of t. It seems remarkable that the inherently global

proess of topology hange, an in this way be presented as a series of separate

events, eah loalized near a single point of the spaetime in question. In this loal

simpliity there is hope for understanding topology hange at the level of generality

it requires.

Now, one you have a Morse funtion (as t is ommonly alled), you an go on

to onot a metri g

ab

for the obordism,M . I won't review how this an be done,

but only remark that the partiular onstrution used in referene 35 yields metris

whih are smooth everwhere, zero at the Morse points, and Lorentzian everyplae

that they don't vanish. Moreover�and it is in this sense that our obordism beomes

ausal�every point of M inherits well-de�ned past and future \light-ones" from

g

ab

, and these pasts and futures in turn de�ne a oherent partial ordering among

the elements ofM . (At a Morse point the topologial harater of the loal division

into future, past, and present di�ers from what it is normally; and this di�erene

onstitutes a \signature" speifying whih of the �ve possible types the Morse point

belongs to.)

If we admit obordisms of this \ausal" sort then we immediately resolve the

problem with pair reation that I mentioned in onnetion with Lorentzian obor-

disms. In fat, any pair reation in any dimension an be aomplished via some

obordism (a anonial one, no less); and sine every obordism admits a Morse

funtion, there an never be an obstrution to �nding a metri of the desired type,

one the obordism is given. (Inidentally there is no obstrution for Lorentzian
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obordism either, as long as we stik to four-dimensions, nor an there be an ob-

strution for Eulideanized gravity in any dimension.)

We still have to worry, however, about the singular urvature we have intro-

dued at the Morse points, whih ould ause trouble in at least two ways. First

it might give an in�nite ontribution to the lassial gravitational Ation (the am-

plitude at \tree level"). Seond it might indue an in�nity indiretly by exiting

divergent graviton utuations (\ higher-loop terms"), or utuations in other mat-

ter �elds.

Now as you approah a Morse point P , the metri g

ab

takes on a anonial form

depending only on the Morse-signature of t at P . Thus, any trouble stemming from

the in�nite urvature (or any other e�ets arising from the non-Lorentzian harter

of g

ab

at P ) ought to show up if we examine onveniently hosen, loal metris of

eah of the �ve anonial types. In fat, the only ompleted work that I know of

refers to (1+1)-dimensions, where there are not �ve but three distint elementary

obordisms, or really only two if you forget about the diretion of time.

Let us take �rst the lassial Ation, whose value depends of ourse on what

terms we hoose to inlude in the Lagrangian. If we use simply the salar-urvature

Ation, then it is easy to see by power-ounting that the Lagrangian-density will

have a non-integrable singularity only in dimension 1 + 1. In all other dimensions,

the singularity is integrable, and there are then no Æ-funtion ontributions to worry

about either, presumably.

In 1+1 dimensions, the density R(�g)

1=2

has a singularity of Æ-funtion

strength, but it is not really well-de�ned as a distribution at all. Nonetheless, it is

possible to integrate it plausibly using Regge alulus (or alternatively a omplex

regularization), and the answer turns out to be �nite all right, but omplex! Inter-

estingly enough, the sign of its imaginary part di�ers for the two types of Morse

point. For the (+�) type, whih orresponds to the \roth point" of a \trousers"
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obordism, the sign is suh as to indue damping in the funtional integral (assum-

ing the sign of the \gravitational onstant" is positive). For the (++) type, whih

orresponds to the point of origination of a two-dimensional \big bang" (this an

be alled a \yarmulke obordism", to preserve the sartorial imagery), the sign is

suh as to enhane the ontribution to the funtional integral, other things being

equal. In the (��) ase we again get enhanement, sine it is just the time-reverse

of (++).

The question of utuations is naturally more ompliated than that of the

lassial Ation alone. To address it in full quantum gravity would be very diÆult,

but perhaps the behavior of a free massless salar �eld � in a bakground metri

of one of our anonial types an serve as a good guide to what one an expet in

general (in linear order). Even in this setting of \quantum �elds in urved spae-

time" the quantization rules beome ambiguous in the presene of a Morse point,

but di�erent approahes seem to lead to equivalent results, at least qualitatively.

The �rst alulation of this kind was performed by Anderson and DeWitt

36)

,

using a method that appears to apply only to the ase of Morse signature (+�). By

evaluating the Bogoliubov transformation between initial and �nal vauum states,

these authors omputed the net partile reation in a trousers spaetime with a

metri at everywhere exept at the Morse point. Choosing a partiular \shadow"

rule to propagate solutions of the wave equation past this exeptional point, they

found an in�nite \ash of light" emerging from the roth. The alulation was

improved by Dray and Manogue, who ritiized the original hoie of propagation

rule, but the lass of rules that they proposed also led to an in�nite burst of energy

propagating out along the future light one of the Morse point

37)

.

A somewhat di�erent approah to the same problem tries to avoid speifying

an expliit propagation rule for lassial solutions, by working diretly with the

quantum \partition funtion" Z = Z(g), rather than with a quantum operator

�(x) expanded in modes of the lassial �eld

38)

. In this approah it is natural to
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imagine that Z(g) arises by beginning with the full funtional integral for quantum

gravity, but then doing only the �-integration, reserving the integral over metris

to a later stage of evaluation. And instead of worrying about a divergene in the

expetation value of the stress-energy operator T

ab

, we worry about a divergene in

the response of logZ to a loal variation Æg

ab

of the metri. (In ordinary quantum

�eld theory this response would be identi�ed with an \out-in" matrix element of

T

ab

, as opposed to an in-vauum expetation value, whih is what the �rst approah

omputes.)

Now formally, hT

ab

i := Æ logZ=Æg

ab

, an be written as the oinidene limit of

the double gradient of an appropriate Green's funtion G for the wave-operator. Its

value is in�nite, of ourse, but one an renormalize it by subtrating o� its at-spae

value, and then it depends only on the hoie of boundary onditions for G. The

preise nature of these onditions should not be too important, exept at the Morse

point, where we speify that G be �nite. (I like to interpret this ondition as saying

that the Morse point is physially present despite the fat that the metri vanishes

there: it has not been \removed from spaetime".) Using in addition Feynman-like

boundary onditions in the distant future and past (or whihever of these regions

exists in the given ase), we an obtain values for hT

ab

i in both the trousers and

yarmulke obordisms.

For the trousers-type spaetime (Morse signature (+�)) the simplest metri g

ab

onstruted in the manner desribed above turns out to be at everywhere (exept,

of ourse, at the Morse-point, where it vanishes). The renormalized hT

ab

i blows up

as one approahes the light one of the Morse-point, and now the blow-up ours in

both future and past, orresponding to the time-symmetry of Feynman boundary

onditions. The preise nature of the singularity on the light-one itself remains to

be determined, but the integrated \energy"diverges in any ase.

For yarmulke spaetimes (Morse signature (++) or (��)) the metri again

turns out to be at, making the yarmulke look more like a dune ap: a geometrial
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one. This time, however, the renormalized \stress-energy" hT

ab

i is everywhere

�nite, exept at the Morse-point itself, where it diverges like 1=t

2

. The total energy

is then also �nite, when evaluated on any hypersurfae to the future of the initial

singularity (respetively, past of the �nal singularity).

How should one interpret these preliminary results onerning topology-hange

via ausal obordism? Both the behavior of the lassial Ation and of the \one-

loop matter terms" indiate that an elementary obordism of type (+�) is likely to

be suppressed relative to the trivial obordism, and also relative to one of type (++)

or (��), insofar as any de�nite meaning an be attahed to this seond omparison.

DeWitt has even suggested that the in�nite energy-prodution in the trousers means

that no suh topologial transition an our at all; but suh a onlusion would be

unwarranted in my view.

In the �rst plae there is the tehnial objetion that the partition funtion of

full quantum gravity an still be �nite, even if a ertain order of doing the funtional

integral leads to an apparent divergene in the one-loop terms.

However, I think that a more important onsideration here is the potentially

misleading harater of the two-dimensional problem as a model for the higher

dimensional ases. Not only is gravity a degenerate theory below dimension four,

but so in a sense is the theory of obordism itself. Indeed there is reason to believe

35)

that the divergent utuations found in the trousers are harateristi of Morse

signatures with preisely a single plus sign or a single minus sign. Certainly this

hypothesis is onsistent with the above results for two-dimensions, but its �rst

real test would ome in four-dimensions with the elementary obordisms of type

(++��). Fortunately both of the two methods just desribed ought to be adaptable

to that ase.

If indeed ertain types of Morse-point were to turn out to be disfavored, or even

forbidden, that would be an important disovery about the dyanmis of topology-

hange. But what if every type of elementary obordism turned out to be in�nitely
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damped in the funtional integral (with the possible exeption, as indiated by our

two-dimensional results, of the all-plus or all-minus ones)? How would this square

with my earlier argument that quantum gravity without dynamial topology is

physially inonsistent? Personally, I would onlude in that event that spaetime

must be disrete in order to uto� the high frequeny utuations responsible for the

divergenes. Thus, one of the theoretial onsequenes of the existene of topology-

hange would be the breakdown of spaetime ontinuity on suÆiently small sales.

Atually, a large (but �nite) burst of energy assoiated with a hange of topol-

ogy might even be a good thing. Reently Kandrup and Mazur

39)

studied partile

reation during obordisms, using an instanton approximation, and were led to sug-

gest that the osmologial big bang was the result of quantum tunnelling from a

topologially ompliated state to a relatively simple one. Aording to this sugges-

tion, the radiation \emitted" by the Morse-points involved in the tunneling event,

would be responsible for the initial heating of the universe, and therefore might

still be present today as the 3-degree mirowave bakground. It would be hard to

imagine a more dramati onsequene of topology-hange than that!
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